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Abstract
There is a gap that has been left open since the formulation of general relativ-
ity in terms of Ashtekar’s new variables namely the treatment of asymptotically
flat field configurations that are general enough to be able to define the gener-
ators of the Lorentz subgroup of the asymptotical Poincare´ group. While such
a formulation already exists for the old geometrodynamical variables, up to now
only the generators of the translation subgroup could be defined because the
function spaces of the fields considered earlier are taken too special. The tran-
scription of the framework from the ADM variables to Ashtekar’s variables turns
out not to be straightforward due to the a priori freedom to choose the internal
SO(3) frame at spatial infinity and due to the fact that the non-trivial reality
conditions of the Ashtekar framework reenter the stage when imposing suitable
boundary conditions on the fields and the Lagrange multipliers.
1 Introduction
Since the advent of the new canonical variables introduced by Ashtekar ([1]) the ma-
jority of related contributions have dealt, within the canonical treatment of gravity,
with the case of a compact topology of the initial data hypersurface without boundary
because it is technically simpler, although the major problem of general relativity, to
define what is and how to construct an observable, is even more severe than for the
case of an asymptotically flat topology since one then does not even have access to
the well-known surface observables at spatial infinity (spi, not to be confused with the
universal structure at spatial infinity which is called Spi ([3]).
Although there exists already an initial value formulation for the asymptotically flat
context ([1]) the stress in these former contributions was more on other issues related
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to the canonical formulation so that the treatment given there turned out to be rather
restrictive. In particular, the asymptotic Lorentz group cannot be implemented with
those means. This paper is meant to fill that gap :
In section 2 we review the framework given in [2] since there we find an explicit and
consistent definition of the generators of the asymptotic Poincare´ group. The calcula-
tions and definitions that follow will all be based on and motivated by the results of
that paper.
In section 3 we propose a transcription of the definition of the function spaces of the
basic fields from the geometrodynamical to Ashtekar’s variables. The challenge is that
there is now more asymptotic structure available since we are a priori free to choose the
internal SO(3) frame. It turns out, however, that in order to recover the ADM-energy
as given in [2] requires to fix the asymptotic internal frame. This is satisfactory because
an ’SO(3)-charge’ should not play any role in general relativity.
The correction for the generating functional for the symplectomorphism from the old
to the new variables compared to that in [1] is obtained.
In section 4 we derive the generators of the Poincare´ group for the new variables.
These are constructed from the constraint functionals by the requirement that they
should be finite and functionally differentiable (together with the symplectic form) on
the full phase space. Now, the virtue of the new variables is that the constraint func-
tions turn out to be polynomial. Furthermore, with the function spaces considered in
[1], the translation generators turn out to be also polynomial in the new variables. The
main result is that if one wants to include boosts and rotations into the framework,
the Poincare´ generators necessarily become nonpolynomial. The constraint functions
themselves, of course, remain polynomial so that the main advantage of the new vari-
ables is not invalidated.
However, this nonpolynomial nature of the Poincare´ generators has an important con-
sequence : it is not possible anymore, as stated frequently ([1]), to consider degenrate
metrics (actually there is already a problem with degenerate metrics when imposing
the reality conditions for Ashtekar’s variables which involve the nonpolynomial spin-
connection).
Altogether, what we do is just to do the symplectomorphism from the ADM phase
space to the Ashtekar phase space carefully which in particular implies that on the
constraint surface defined by the Gauss constraint all the results of [2] remain valid.
Section 5 checks that the Poincare´ generators defined satisfy the correct gauge
algebra, that they are Dirac observables ([4]) and that on the constraint surface one
recovers the Lie algebra of the Poincare´ group modulo the well known supertranslation
ambiguity.
Throughout it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the formulation of general
relativity in terms of the new variables. For a review the reader is referred to [1]. We
are using the abstract index notation. All quantities that are defined with respect to
the asymptotic frame at spi will carry an overbar (not to be confused with complex
conjugation !).
2
2 Geometrodynamics in the asymptotically flat con-
text
We give here mainly a compact account of the results obtained in [2] for later reference
and since we want to compare the old and new formulation of general relativity. For
more details the reader is referred to that paper :
The basic variables of the canonical formulation of general relativity for geometro-
dynamics are the intrinsic metric (or 1st fundamental form) qab on the initial data
hypersurface Σ and its extrinsic curvature (or 2nd fundamental form) Kab (more pre-
cisely the second basic variable is the momentum conjugate to qab,
pab := (det(q))1/2(qacqbd − qabqcd)Kcd, where qab is the inverse of qab). As usual for the
discussion of asymptotic flatness ([5]), we will assume the topology of Σ to be such
that it is homeomorphic to the union of a compact set with a collection of ’ends’ (i.e.
asymptotic regions) where each end is homeomorphic to the complement of a compact
ball in R3. In the sequel we restrict ourselves to one end and mean by ∂Σ ≡ S2 only
spatial infinity of that end. The treatment of the remaining regions is identical.
Let us introduce a local frame in the neighbourhood of spi, denoted by {x¯a}, and we
abbreviate the asymptotic ’spherical’ variables by r2 := x¯ax¯bδab, φ
a := x¯a/r where φa
coordinatizes spi (topologically S2). We do not take this frame to be necessarily carte-
sian, but we assume that the transition matrix (∂(xcart)
a/∂x¯b mediating to the cartesian
one, (xcart)
a, is of order O(1).
Motivated by the appearence of the Schwarzschild solution in these coordinates one
defines
qab → q¯ab + fab
r
+O(1/r2) (2.1)
as r → ∞ and it is assumed that the tensors q¯ab, fab are smooth on spi (q¯ab is the
euclidian metric in the asymptotic frame and it is assumed to be nondynamic, i.e. it
is taken, as well as ∂Σ as the ’1st order part of the asymptotic structure at spi’ ([3])).
In order to derive the asymptotic behaviour of pab one seeks to make the symplectic
structure
Ω :=
∫
Σ
d3x dpab(x) ∧ dqab(x) (2.2)
well-defined (recall that for an integral curve γ with parameter t on the phase space the
gradient of qab is defined by dqab(x)[(∂/∂t)|γ ] := q˙ab(x)|γ and similar for the momentum
variable). Furthermore, one wants to have the ADM-momentum to be non-vanishing
(see formula (2.9)). This implies that the leading order part of pab must be O(1/r2).
However, then the symplectic structure is logarithmically divergent in general. This can
be cured by imposing that the leading order parts of the dynamical parts of the basic
variables should have opposite parity. Since for an asymptotic translation lapse and
shift are even functions at spi of order 1, the only way to have the ADM-4-momentum
non-vanishing is to impose that fab is even while h
ab is odd (and smooth) at spi where
pab → h
ab
r2
+O(1/r3) (2.3)
(in order to see this, recall that the surface integrals are first evaluated at finite r
and then one carries out the limit r → ∞. We have then dSa := 12ǫabcdx¯b ∧ dx¯c =
3
uar
2dµ where µ is the standard measure at spi and ua is the outward unit normal at
spi and ǫabc is the (metric-independent) alternating symbol, i.e. dSa is ’odd’).
The constraint functionals of source-free general relativity in the old ADM-variables
are given by
Va[N
a] =
∫
Σ
d3xNa(−2Dbpba) , (2.4)
C[N ] =
∫
Σ
d3xN(
1√
det(q)
(pabpab − 1
2
(paa)
2)−
√
det(q)((3)R)) (2.5)
called, respectively, the vector and the scalar constraint. Here we have introduced the
components tangential (Na, the shift vector) and perpendicular (N, the lapse function)
to the hypersurface Σ of the foliation-defining vector field (with parameter t) and (3)R
is the scalar curvature of (Σ, qab). It is understood that all indices are raised and low-
ered with the intrinsic metric whose unique torsion-free covariant differential is given
by D.
The vanishing of these constraint functionals defines the contraint surface Γ¯ of the
phase space. Since these constraints turn out to be first class in Dirac’s terminol-
ogy (more precisely, Γ¯ is a coisotropic submanifold of Γ) they are to generate gauge
transformations and so define the reduced phase space Γˆ by identifying points in Γ¯
which lie on the same flow line of the Hamiltonian vector fields associated to the con-
straint functionals. It follows that one needs to compute Poisson-brackets with these
constraint-functionals.
In order that one can compute Poisson-brackets of these constraint functionals with
various functions on the phase space, they have to be
1) finite i.e. the integrals have to converge,
2) functionally differentiable..
Inserting the fall-off behaviour of our 2 basic fields into the equations (2.4), (2.5) one
discovers that the integrals diverge, in general, if one does not restrict the fall-off of
the ’Lagrange-multipliers’ (Na, N), too. There is no problem if one chooses them of,
say, compact support but then the ADM-4 momentum (to be defined shortly) vanishes
identically. In order to account for the generators of the asymptotic Poincare´ group,
the most general behaviour of lapse and shift that one would like to incorporate into
the analysis is as follows :
Na → aa + η¯a bcϕbx¯c + supertranslations
N → a+ q¯abβax¯b + supertranslations . (2.6)
Here (aa, a) are the parameters of the translation subgroup, ϕa are rotation angles and
βa are boost angles (ηabc :=
√
det(q)ǫabc). These are vectors in the asymptotic R
3,
i.e. constants, while the supertranslation parameters (to be specified in more detail
shortly) are genuinely angle-dependent functions on S2 (for more information about
the supertranslation ambiguity, see ref. [3],[6]).
However, now the above generators of gauge transformations fail to be (manifestly)
well-defined, nor are they functionally differentiable. This can be cured by using the
following procedure :
Vary the basic fields and obtain expressions proportional to δqab, δp
ab. In doing this
one picks up a surface integral. If the volume term of the variation is well-defined, it
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gives the searched for functional derivative of the functional we are seeking to make
well defined. Subtract the surface term from the variation of the original constraint.
If then finally the obtained surface term turns out to be exact, i.e. can be written as
the variation of an ordinary surface integral, one has obtained this expression which is
functionally differentiable and, if one is lucky, is already (manifestly) finite.
Let us exemplify this for the vector constraint : Dbp
b
a is O(1/r
3) and even, so even for
an asymptotic translation the integral in (2.4) diverges logarithmically. Upon variation
we obtain
δVa[N
a] =
∫
Σ
d3x(L ~Nqabδpab −L ~Npabδqab) + 2
∫
∂Σ
dSbN
aδpba . (2.7)
The volume part is obviously already finite : since ~N is an asymptotic Killing vector
of q¯ab, we have L ~Nqab = O(1/r2) odd and O(1/r) even for an asymptotic translation
or rotation respectively while δpab = O(1/r2) odd. Hence L ~Npab = O(1/r3) even and
O(1/r2) odd for an asymptotic translation or rotation respectively while δqab = O(1/r)
even. Hence, the integrand is either O(1/r4) even or O(1/r3) odd and so converges.
On the other hand Naδpba = δ(N
apba), so the surface term is indeed exact. Hence
our candidate for a finite and functionally differentiable vector constraint arises from
subtracting the corresponding counterterm :
Ha[N
a] := Va[N
a] + 2
∫
∂Σ
dSbN
apba =
∫
Σ
d3xL ~Nqabpab (2.8)
where we have carried out an integration by parts in the second step. This functional
is differentiable by construction and luckily already finite since (by the same argument
as above) the integrand is either O(1/r4) even or O(1/r3) odd. The surface term in
(2.8) defines the ADM-momentum for an asymptotically constant shift, the integrand
is O(1) even and hence does not vanish :
2
∫
∂Σ
dSbN
apba =: a
aPa (2.9)
wile for an asymptotic rotation we obtain
2
∫
∂Σ
dSbN
apba =: ϕ
aη¯abcx¯
bP c (2.10)
which qualifies Ja := η¯abcx¯
bP c as the asymptotic angular momentum.
For the scalar constraint one proceeds similarily. The difference is that due to the
appearence of second spatial derivatives in (3)R one has to do an integration by parts
twice in order to arrive at a well-defined variation of the scalar constraint. The final
result is given by ([2])
H [N ] := C[N ] + 2
∫
∂Σ
dSd
√
det(q)qacqbd[ND¯[cqb]a − (qa[b − q¯a[b)D¯c]N ] (2.11)
where D¯ is the unique torsion-free covariant differential compatible with q¯ab. The first
part of the surface integral is called the ADM-energy for an asymptotic time-translation
E := 2
∫
∂Σ
dSd
√
det(q)qacqbdD¯[cqb]a (2.12)
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while the second part then vanishes. Otherwise we obtain the boost-generator
βeK
e := βe(Ex¯
e − 2
∫
∂Σ
dSd
√
det(q)qacqbd(qa[b − q¯a[b)δec]) . (2.13)
Note that since gauge transformations are those for which the generators H,Ha induce
identity transformations at spi on the constraint surface, they have to vanish then.
Thus, only the odd part of the supertranslation parameters are non-vanishing in this
case (the integrand without the Lagrange multipliers is even). In the seqel we will
therefore consider the following fall-off behaviour of the Lagrange-multipliers :
Na := T a +Ra + Sa = T a + η¯a bcϕ
bx¯c + Sa,
N := T +B + S = T + βax¯
a + S (2.14)
where (T, T a) are O(1) even, i.e. generate an asymptotic translation in 4-dimensional
space, B,Ra are O(r) odd, i.e. generate asymptotic boosts and rotations and finally
(S, Sa) are O(1) and odd at least in leading order and thus generate the odd supertrans-
lations. Moreover, introducing the future-directed, timelike unit-normal to the initial
data hypersurface Σ related to lapse and shift according to (∂/∂t)a = Nna +Na, the
vector field (T + B)n¯a + (T a + Ra) is required to be a (10-parameter) Killing vector
field of the asymptotic spacetime metric g¯ab = q¯ab − n¯an¯b which implies, in particular,
that L~T qab is O(1/r2) odd and that L~Rqab and L~Sqab are O(1/r) even. These properties
will be used in the following.
3 Connection dynamics in the asymptotically flat
context
We begin by transcribing the boundary conditions imposed on the ADM-variables to
the new variables. In the following, latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet will
denote tensor indices while latin letters from the middle of the alphabet will denote
(internal) SO(3) indices.
Recalling that the triad 1-form is the square-root of the 3-metric, we expect the fol-
lowing fall-off behaviour
eia → e¯ia +
f ia(φ
b)
r
+O(1/r2) (3.1)
where we have called the triad of the asymptotic 3-metric at spi e¯ia. In order to
investigate what the relation between the smooth tensors fab and f
i
a on spi is, we
compute the 3-metric
qab = δije
i
ae
j
b = q¯ab + 2
δij e¯
i
(af
j
b)
r
+O(1/r2) (3.2)
from which we infer
fab = 2δij e¯
i
(af
j
b) . (3.3)
This has the solution
f ia = (
1
2
fab + η¯abcv
c)e¯bi (3.4)
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where vc is a smooth vector field at spi.
Since the parity of fab is even, e¯
i
a and f
i
a must have equal parity. Note that we do not
require e¯ia to be a constant (it can be angle-dependent). Also, the vector field v
a is not
constrained at all up to now.
Since (if the Gauss-constraint is satisfied) Kia = Kabe
b
i we need the asymptotic formula
for the inverse triad. From the requirement qacqcb = q¯
a
b we obtain unambiguosly
qab = q¯ab − q¯acq¯bdfcd
r
+O(1/r2) (3.5)
whence
eai = q
abeib = e¯
a
i −
1
2
q¯acfbc − η¯a bcvc
r
e¯bi . (3.6)
Accordingly we obtain
Kia =
hab(φ
c)e¯bi
r2
+O(1/r3) (3.7)
and the smooth tensor hab at spi has odd parity.
Finally, in order to derive the asymptotic formula for the Ashtekar-connection we need
to determine the asymptotics for the spin-connection ωa
i
j . First of all we extend the
covariant derivative D to generalized tensors in the usual way, e.g.
Dae
i
b := D¯ae
i
b − Γc abeic + ωa ijejb = 0 (3.8)
where D¯ is the covariant differential, extended to generalized tensors, that annihilates
e¯ia and q¯ab. Note that this implies that the spin- and metric-connections of e
i
a are
O(1/r2) while those of e¯ia are only O(1/r) (it will turn out however that asymptotic
internal rotations vanish identically in gravity (see next section) so that the spin-
connection of e¯ai vanishes identically as can easily be seen when going to the cartesian
frame for which q¯ab = δab and e¯
a
i = δ
a
i ).
From the torsion-freeness requirement D¯ ∧ ei + ωij ∧ ej = 0 we easily infer (D¯ acts on
tensor - and SO(3) indices !)
r2D¯[a
f i
b]
r
+ λi[a j e¯
j
b]
r2
+O(1/r3) = 0 (3.9)
where we have denoted the leading order part of the spin-connection by λa
i
j . Since
D¯bf
i
a and e¯
i
a have opposite parity, this formula can only hold if λa
i
j has odd parity.
This may also be checked explicitely : inverting formula (3.8), the analytic expres-
sion for the spin-connection in terms of the triads is given by (we define, as usual,
Γia := −1/2ǫijkωa jk)
Γia = −
1
2
ǫijkebj(2D¯[ae
k
b] + e
c
ke
l
aD¯ce
l
b) (3.10)
from which we immediately derive
λia = −r2
1
2
ǫijke¯bj(2D¯[a
fkb]
r
+ e¯cke¯
l
aD¯c
f lb
r
) . (3.11)
Since this is an even polynomial in e¯ia and f
i
a (both of which have equal parity),
homogenous of 1st degree in the spatial derivatives, and r is an even function at spi,
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expression (3.11) is altogether an odd quantity. Hence, it follows directly from the
formula for the Ashtekar-connection, Aia = Γ
i
a + iK
i
a, that its leading order part G
i
a
where
Aia =
Gia
r2
+O(1/r3) (3.12)
has definite parity if and only if the leading order part of Kia is odd, i.e. if and only if
e¯ia is even.
Since the 2nd variable of the new canonical formulation of general relativity is given
by Eai :=
√
det(q)eai , i.e.
Eai = E¯
a
i −
√
det(q¯)
1/2q¯acfbc − η¯a bcvc + q¯bcfbcq¯ab
r
e¯bi +O(1/r
2) =: E¯ai +
F ai
r
+O(1/r2) .
(3.13)
we see that the next to leading order part F ia has definite parity if and only if we set
va = 0. This parity is, fortunately, even if we want Gia to have definite (odd) parity.
Hence, it is possible to choose parity conditions in such a way that AiaE
a
i is asymp-
totically an odd scalar density without violating that Eai and A
i
a ’have to come from
qab and Kab’, however, these parity conditions are rather awkward : they imply that
Eai becomes asymptotically a pseudo-vector density while A
i
a is asymptotically a true
covector. Moreover, parity conditions cannot be reversed if one wants to make the
Ashtekar formulation meaningful in the asymptotically flat context, just as for the old
ADM-formulation.
As one can check, the symplectic form is already finite thanks to our parity condi-
tions (we set the gravitational coupling constant equal to one in the sequel) :
Ω :=
∫
Σ
d3x(−i)dEai ∧ dAia → (−i)
∫
Σ
d3x[
dF ai ∧ dGia
r3
+O(1/r4)] . (3.14)
Recalling that the Ashtekar-action arises from a complex canonical transformation, we
ask if it is still true that its generating functional is given by
∫
Σ d
3xEai Γ
i
a which was the
case for the boundary conditions discussed by Ashtekar ([1]). But it is obvious that
this functional diverges logarithmically without further specification. Indeed, using the
explicit expression (3.10) we compute
2Eai Γ
i
a = ǫ
abceicD¯be
i
a →
r2ǫabce¯icD¯b
f ia
r
r2
+O(1/r3) (3.15)
and the first term vanishes since D¯ae¯
i
b = 0 and fab is symmetric, while the second has
no definite parity. We can cure this simply by applying the following trick : using that
D¯ae¯
i
b = 0 we can write
2Eai Γ
i
a = ǫ
abceicD¯be
i
a
= ǫabceicD¯b(e
i
a − e¯ia)
= D¯b(ǫ
abceic(e
i
a − e¯ia))− ǫabc(D¯beic)(eia − e¯ia)
= ∂b(ǫ
abceic(e
i
a − e¯ia))− ǫabc(D¯beic)(eia − e¯ia) . (3.16)
The 2nd term in the last line is manifestly O(1/r3) and odd, so gives a convergent
integral, while the first yields a surface integral. Accordingly, we propose to define the
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generating functional for the spin connection by
∫
Σ
d3xEai Γ
i
a −
1
2
∫
∂Σ
dSb(ǫ
abceic(e
i
a − e¯ia)) (3.17)
and we can quickly check that this expression is indeed functionally differentiable and
that the functional derivative is precisely the spin-connection. To see this, vary the
integrand of the volume integral to obtain 2 terms
δ(Eai Γ
i
a) = Γ
i
aδE
a
i + E
a
i δΓ
i
a . (3.18)
The first is already the required one while the second can be written (after tedious
calculations) as
Eai δΓ
i
a =
1
2
∂a(ǫ
abceibδe
i
c) . (3.19)
Varying the surface term on the other hand (recall that the asymptotic triad is non-
dynamical, i.e. δe¯ia = 0) yields
−1
2
∫
∂Σ
dSb(ǫ
abc[(eia − e¯ia)δeic + eicδeia]
= −1
2
∫
∂Σ
dSaǫ
abceibδe
i
c (3.20)
where the first term in the first line of (3.20) has dropped out because it is finite and
odd. Comparing this result with eq. (3.19) we observe that the 2 terms exactly cancel.
4 The Poincare´-generators for the new variables
The final task is now to make the constraints convergent and functionally differentiable.
We begin with the Gauss-constraint :
Gi := D¯aEai + ǫijkAjaEak . (4.1)
The first term is O(1/r2) while the second is O(1/r3) and the whole expression is
odd. Hence we need only worry about the first term whose variation, when integrated
against the Lagrange-multiplier Λi, is just given by
∫
∂Σ
dSaΛ
iδEai . (4.2)
Recalling that Λi is nothing else than the time component of the self-dual part of
the 4-dimensional spin-connection, we require that it is O(1/r2) even for a symmetry
transformation (there are therefore no asymptotic internal rotations !). Hence, the
Gauss-constraint is already finite and functionally differentiable if we further require
that Λi be even. This parity condition is also consistent with the interpretation of
Λi = (∂/∂t)a (4)Aa because it is the contraction of an odd vector with an odd covector.
There is thus no need for the SO(3)-charge
Q :=
∫
Σ
dSaE
a
i Λ
i (4.3)
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which then vanishes anyway due to parity and whose variation is also zero. Note,
however, that for model systems which do not have access to parity (e.g. [?]) the
SO(3)-charge is non-vanishing and gives a spurious observable which is fortunately
unnecessary (the SO(3)-charge should play no role in general relativity).
The treatment of the vector and scalar constraint turns out to be much more difficult
and differs from the one given in [1]. This is to be expected because the generating
functional (3.17) of the canonical transformation to the new canonical variables as
given here is different from the one given in [1]. It gives rise to additional terms in the
action, both in the volume and the surface part.
It turns out to be the easiest strategy in finding the necessary modifications to take the
old ADM-action in its manifestly finite and functionally differentiable version and then
to express it in terms of the new variables. We cannot expect it to remain well-defined
because there are now ’more’ variables. However, using the gauge constraint, we must
be able to restrict the variations of the constraints to those of the ADM phase space.
This is the outline of the idea, let us now come to the technical part of it.
Let us start with the expression (2.8), the generator of asymptotical spatial translations
and rotations. We have
Ha[N
a] =
∫
Σ
d3xpabL ~Nqab = −
∫
Σ
d3xpabL ~Nqab
= −
∫
Σ
d3xpabL ~N(
Eai E
b
i
det(q)
)
= −
∫
Σ
d3x
pab
det(q)
[2EbiL ~NEai − Eai Ebi (E−1)jcL ~NEcj ]
= −2
∫
Σ
d3x[(Kab −Kqab)ebi +Keia]L ~NEai
= −2
∫
Σ
d3xKiaL ~NEai (4.4)
where we have used the elementary fact that pabL ~Nqab = pabL ~N(qacqbdqcd) =
2pabL ~Nqab + pabL ~Nqab = −pabL ~Nqab that det(q) = det(Eai ) and the definition of the
momentum conjugate to the 3-metric in terms of the extrinsic curvature (it seems as
if up to now we have only used differential geometric identities but actually we made
use of the Gauss-constraint in order to replace the variable Kab by K
i
a).
Finally we use the reality conditions in order to write (3.4) in terms of the Ashtekar-
connection :
Ha[N
a] = 2i
∫
Σ
d3x(Aia − Γia)L ~NEai . (4.5)
Noting that Eai is a vector density of weight one, we have L ~NEai = D¯bN bEai +N bD¯bEai −
Ebi D¯bN
a and this expression is obviously O(1/r) odd for an asymptotic translation
while it is O(1) even for an asymptotic rotation (note that this expression is correct
precisely because the spin-connection of e¯ai vanishes, in principle D¯ in principle acts on
internal indices which, however, are not involved in the definition of the Lie derivative).
Hence the integral (4.5) diverges in either of these cases ! To see how this comes about,
we compute the Lie-derivative of the twice densitized inverse asymptotic metric in
terms of the electric fields
0 = L ~N(det(q¯)q¯ab) = 2E¯(ai L ~N E¯b)i (4.6)
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which vanishes since ~N is an asymptotic Killing vector of q¯ab. Thus, we see the source
of the divergence in (4.5) : the fact that ~N is an asymptotic Killing-vector does not
imply that E¯ai is also Lie-annihilated but only that it is asymptotically rotated in the
tangent space :
L ~N E¯ai = η¯a bcξbE¯ci i.e. ξa =
1
2 det(q¯)
η¯abcE¯
b
iL ~N E¯ci (4.7)
is O(1/r) odd or O(1) even for an asymptotic translation or rotation respectively. In
order to isolate the divergence in (4.5) we write
KiaL ~NEai = KiaL ~N(Eai − E¯ai ) +KiaL ~N E¯ai
= Kiaη¯
a
bcξ
bE¯ci + finite
= Kiaǫ
ijkE¯aj E¯
b
k
ξb√
det(q¯)
+ finite
= ([ǫijkKjaE¯
a
k ]E¯
b
i +K
i
aǫ
ijk[E¯aj − Eaj ]E¯bk)
ξb√
det(q¯)
+ finite
=
1
i
GiE¯bi
ξb√
det(q¯)
+ finite (4.8)
where we absorbed terms that are either O(1/r4) even or O(1/r3) odd into the expres-
sion ’finite’. Thus we managed to peel out the contribution that causes trouble in (4.5)
: as expected, it is something proportional to the Gauss-constraint and hence plays no
role on the constraint-surface.
It is then motivated to consider as a candidate for a well-defined symmetry-generator
corresponding to the vector constraint (we use the same label)
Ha[N
a] := 2i
∫
Σ
d3x[(Aia − Γia)L ~NEai −
1√
det(q)
Eai ξaGi] (4.9)
where ξa := 1/(2 det(q))ηabcE
b
iL ~NEci . The reader might worry about the highly non-
polynomial appearence of (4.9) but, as we will show, the constraints remain polynomial
and this is the important thing to keep when thinking of quantizing general relativity
([4]).
Note that we have ’unbarred’ everything in (4.9) as compared to (4.8) which we justify
now by direct computation, thereby showing that (4.9) is well-defined and differen-
tiable. By simply using the definitions we verify that the integrand of (4.9) is given
by
(E−1)ib(A
i
a − Γia)L ~N(det(q)qab) (4.10)
which is O(1/r3) odd or O(1/r4) even repectively and thus yields a convergent integral
thanks to the fact that ~N is an asymptotic Killing vector (recall the discussion at the
end of the previous section). Thus, we have already established finiteness.
In order to show that (4.9) is also already functionally differentiable, we first display
the relation of (4.9) with the constraints. We have
−KiaL ~NEai = −L ~N(KiaEai ) + Eai L ~NKia
11
= (N bD¯bK
i
a +K
i
bD¯aN
b)Eai − D¯b(N bKiaEai )
= Na(Ebi D¯aK
i
b − D¯b(KiaEbi ))− 2D¯[b(N bKia]Eai )
= −iNa(2Ebi D¯[aAib] − AiaD¯bEbi )− iNa(2Ebi D¯[aΓib] − ΓiaD¯bEbi )
+2iD¯[b(N
b[Aia] − Γa]]Eai ) . (4.11)
Due to the definition of the spin-connection, we have 0 = DaE
a
i = D¯aE
a
i + ǫijkΓ
j
aE
a
k so
that the bracket of the 2nd term in the last equation can be written
2Ebi D¯[aΓ
i
b] − ΓiaD¯bEbi = Ebi (2D¯[aΓib] + ǫijkΓjaΓkb ) = EbiRiab ≡ 0 (4.12)
due to the first Bianchi-identity. Accordingly, (4.11) can be rewritten in the form
− iNa(F iabEbi − AiaGi) + 2iD¯[b(N b[Aia] − Γa]]Eai ) (4.13)
where 1/2F is the curvature of the Ashtekar-connection and we have used the definition
of the Gauss-constraint (4.1). Since the variation of the action with respect to Λi yields
the Gauss-constraint, the variation with respect to the shift-vector field results in the
diffeomorphism-contraint, i.e. the 1st bracket in (4.13), for a shift corresponding to
the generator of a gauge transformation (i.e. the shift is at most a supertranslation at
spi). Hence the polynomial form of the constraints is not spoiled by the nonpolynomial
term in the full vector contraint
Ha[N
a] = −2i
∫
Σ
d3x[Na(F iabE
b
i −AiaGi)+
1√
det(q)
Eai ξaGi]−4i
∫
∂Σ
dSa[A
i
b−Γib]N [bEa]i ) .
(4.14)
Note that the surface term is not Ashtekar’s expression ([1]) which is just the one
given in (4.14) but without the second term including the spin-connection. It has the
advantage of giving (modulo reality conditions) manifestly the ADM-momentum. For
a pure translation the surface term in (4.14) reduces to Ashtekar’s expression because
in that case the second part of the integrand of the boundary term is exact :
4idSaΓ
i
bN
[bE
a]
i = idSaN
bǫacdD¯c
fbd
r
+O(1/r) = id ∧ (N bfbd
r
dxd) +O(1/r)
which is O(1) and even for a translation, moreover non-vanishing (only the integral
over the sphere cancels it) and imaginary.
Let us now check functional differentiability of (4.14). Looking at the surface term
that is picked up when varying (4.14) we obtain
δHa[N
a]|∂Σ
=
∫
∂Σ
[−4idS[aδAib]NaEbi + 2idSbAiaδEbiNa
−2i(det(q))−1/2(Eai ξa)δEbi dSb − i(det(q))−3/2GiEai
ηabcE
b
jL ~NδEcj4idS[a(δAib] − δΓib])Ebi
−4idSa(Aib − Γib)N [bδEa]] . (4.15)
The first line comes from the variation of the polynomial part of the volume term, the
second from its nonpolynomial part and the last line arises from varying the surface
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term. We observe that the first term of the 1st line cancels against the first term in the
first bracket of the last line. Furthermore, the 2nd term of the first line as well as the
complete last bracket of the last line and the term proportional to the Gauss-constraint
in the middle line vanish identically irrespective of the nature of the tranformation due
to parity or fall-off. Recalling the definition of ξa we thus end up with
δHa[N
a] = −2i
∫
∂Σ
dSa[
1
2[det(q)]3/2
Ebi ηbcdE
c
jL ~NEdj − 2N [bδ(Ea]i Γib)] . (4.16)
By using the explicit expression (3.10) for the spin-connection in terms of the triads,
it is easy to show that
Eai Γ
i
a =
1
2
ǫabceicD¯be
i
a,
Eai Γ
i
b =
1
2
ǫacd(D¯cqbd + e
i
cD¯be
i
d) . (4.17)
Since the terms in which the underivated parts are varied vanish due to parity or
fall-off, we arrive after simple algebra at
δHa[N
a] = i
∫
∂Σ
(det(q))1/2dSa[η
acd(
1
2
DcNdq
efδqef
−N b(Ddδqbc − eicDbδed)) + ηbcd(eibδeaiDcNd −NaeidDcδeib] (4.18)
where we have used Eai =
√
q1/2eai in order to write everything in terms of variation
of the triads and we could replace D¯δf by Dδf for any f because the additional
contributions included in D fall-off one order faster while (4.18) is anyway either O(1)
even or O(r) odd.
We will now discuss the 3 possibilities for the fall-off of the shift :
Case 1) supertranslation :
(4.18) is O(1) and odd, so vanishes identically.
Case 2) translation :
We have now DaNb = O(1/r
2) so there are no contributions from these terms in (4.18),
hence
δHa[N
a] = −i
∫
∂Σ
(det(q))1/2dSa[η
acdefN b(Ddδqbc − eicDbδed) + ηbcdNaeidDcδeib]
= i
∫
∂Σ
(det(q))1/2dSa[(η
bcdNa − ηacdN b)eidDbδeic − ηacdN bDdδqbc] . (4.19)
The last term can be written
(det(q))1/2dSaη
acdN bDδqbc = dx
c∧dxdDd(N bδqbc)+O(1/r) = d∧ (N bδqbcdxc)+O(1/r)
(4.20)
and thus drops out since ∂∂Σ = ∅. The first term on the other hand can be cast into
the form
(det(q))1/2dSa(η
bcdNa − ηacdN b)eidDbδeic
= (det(q))1/2dSaDb[(η
bcdNa − ηacdN b)eid]δeic
+O(1/r) = (det(q))1/2dSaDbη
abcfc + O(1/r) = d ∧ f +O(1/r) (4.21)
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where we have defined the 1-form fe := −1/2ηeab(ηbcdNa− ηacdN b)eidδeic. Hence, (4.19)
is just the integral of an exact 1-form over an exact chain and thus vanishes identically.
case 3) rotation :
We now exploit DaNb = ηabcξ
c, Daξ
c = O(1/r2). The idea is to integrate by parts in
(4.19) and to order terms proportional to Na or DaN
b. We thus have, using Dae
i
b = 0,
δHa[N
a] = i
∫
∂Σ
(det(q))1/2dSa[η
acd(
1
2
qefδqefDcNd + δqbcDdN
b
−eicδedDbN b) + ηbcd(eibδeaiDcNd + eidδeibDcNa)
+ηacd(−Dd(δqbcN b) +Db(eicδedN b)− ηbcdDc(eidδeibDcNa)] . (4.22)
We can write the last two brackets as folows :
(det(q))1/2dSa[−ηacdDd(δqbcN b)−Db([ηacdN b − ηbcdNa]eidδec)]
= (det(q))1/2dSa[−ηacdDd(δqbcN b)− ηabeDb(ηefgηfcdNgeidδec)]
= (det(q))1/2dSaη
abeDb[δqecN
c − ηefgηfcdNgeidδec] (4.23)
and thus displays it as an exact 2-form. Since we have regularized the surface integrals
in such a way (see the remark in section 2) that they are to be evaluated at finite r
and then one takes the limit, we see that due to the fact that the sphere at finite r is
also without boundary, the integral over (4.23) drops out of (4.22). We are thus left
with the first two brackets in (4.22). These turn out to cancel each other algebraically
when using the above expression for DaNb :
ηacd(
1
2
qefδqefDcNd + δqbcDdN
b − eicδedDbN b) + ηbcd(eibδeaiDcNd + eidδeibDcNa)
= ξaqefδqef + 2q
[a
e q
c]
f ξ
fqebδqbc − 2ξbeai δeib + 2q[de qb]f ξfqaeeidδeib
= qabξcδqbc − ξbeai δeib − ξdqabeidδeib
= qabξc(δqbc − eicδeib)− ξbeai δeib
= qabξceibδe
i
c − ξbeai δeib ≡ 0 (4.24)
where in the last step we used δqab = 2e
i
(aδe
i
b).
Thus we proved that (4.14) is finite, functionally differentiable, reduces to the ADM-
momentum on the constraint surface and its (weakly) vanishing part is polynomial in
the basic variables. It therefore satisfies all requirements that one wishes to impose on
a symmetry generator corresponding to momentum. We will prove in the next section
that (4.14) generates the correct symmetries and gauge transformations.
Note :
In principle one could have found the correct version (4.14) of the vector-constraint
in terms of Ashtekar’s variables also simply by carefully implementing the Gauss-
constraint thus displaying (4.14) exactly as the old ADM-momentum expression after
doing the complex canonical transformation which leads to Ashtekar’s
theory : starting again from (2.8) we have∫
Σ
d3xpabL ~Nqab = −
∫
Σ
d3xpabL ~Nqab
= −
∫
Σ
d3x
√
det(q)(Kab −Kqab)L ~Nqab
14
= −
∫
Σ
d3x
1√
det(q)
(Kab det(q)L ~Nqab −KL ~N det(q))
= −
∫
Σ
d3x
1√
det(q)
K(ab)L ~N(det(q)qab) (4.25)
and it is important to see that only the symmetric part of the tensor Kab contributes
to (4.25). The antisymmetric part on the other hand is directly related to the Gauss
constraint : using the definition of Aia, K
i
a := Kabe
b
i and DaE
a
i = 0 we have
Gi = i
√
det(q)ǫijke
b
je
a
kKab = −iǫabcKabeic (4.26)
and thus we conclude∫
Σ
d3xpabL ~Nqab = −2
∫
Σ
d3x
1√
det(q)
K(ab)L ~N(Eai )Ebi
= −2
∫
Σ
d3x[Kab −K[ab]]L ~N(Eai )ebi
= −2
∫
Σ
d3x[Kia −
1
2
ǫabcǫ
decKdee
b
i ]L ~N(Eai )
= −2
∫
Σ
d3x[Kia −
i
2
ǫijkEkaGj ]L ~N(Eai )
= 2i
∫
Σ
d3x[KiaL ~N(Eai ) +
1
2
(ǫijkL ~N(Eaj )Eka )Gi] (4.27)
which is precisely (4.14).
We finally come to discuss energy. Again we follow the strategy to take the old ADM
expression (2.11), write it in terms of Ashtekar’s variables and look for the necessary
modifications. Writing the Ashtekar-connection in terms of the spin-connection and
the extrinsic curvature, it is easy to show that (compare [1]) the ADM- scalar constraint
turns out to be
C[N∼] =
∫
Σ
d3xN∼[F
i
abǫijkE
a
jE
b
k + 2Da(E
a
i Gi))]
=
∫
Σ
d3xN∼[F
i
abǫijkE
a
jE
b
k + 2D¯a(E
a
i Gi))] (4.28)
(we used the fact that the divergence of a vector density is independent of the metric
connection) and in [2] the necessary counterterms are obtained simply by integrating by
parts this expression an appropriate number of times in order to arrive at a manifestly
finite expression. We follow this approach here.
We observe that the part proportional to D¯A in the first term and the 2nd term in
(4.28) are either O(1/r3) even or O(1/r2) odd so they diverge while the remainder is
already finite. We are now going to integrate by parts both divergent terms :
C[N∼] =
∫
Σ
d3x[−2AibD¯a(N∼ǫijkE
a
jE
b
k)− 2Eai GiDaN∼ +N∼A
j
aA
k
b ǫijkE
a
mE
b
nǫ
imn]
+
∫
∂Σ
dSa2N∼[A
i
bǫijkE
a
jE
b
k + E
a
i Gi]
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=
∫
Σ
d3x[−2(DaN∼)E
a
i D¯bE
b
i +N∼(−2A
i
bǫijkD¯a(E
a
jE
b
k) + A
j
aA
k
b ǫijkE
a
mE
b
nǫ
imn)]
+
∫
∂Σ
dSa2N∼E
a
i D¯bE
b (4.29)
where we have used the definition of the Gauss-constraint (4.1). While the term pro-
portional to N∼ in the volume integral is already manifestly convergent, the term pro-
portional DaN∼ is not. However, we write in the same term D¯bE
b
i = D¯b(E
b
i − E¯bi ) and
integrate by parts again. Note that D¯bDaN∼ = (det(q))
−1/2D¯aD¯bN+O(1/r
2) is of order
O(1/r2) at least, even for a boost (∂(xcart)
b/∂x¯a is of order one and in the cartesian
frame (xcart)
a the assertion is obvious). We thus obtain
C[N∼] =
∫
Σ
d3x[−2D¯b((DaN∼)E
a
i )(E
b
i − E¯bi ) +N∼(−2A
i
bǫijkD¯a(E
a
jE
b
k)
+AjaA
k
b ǫijkE
a
mE
b
nǫ
imn)] +
∫
∂Σ
dSa2[N∼E
a
i D¯bE
b
−(DbN∼)E
b
i (E
a
i − E¯ai )] (4.30)
and now the volume integral is manifestly convergent and thus gives rise to the ansatz
for the correct symmetry generator :
H [N∼] := C[N∼]−
∫
∂Σ
dSa2[N∼E
a
i D¯bE
b − (DbN∼)E
b
i (E
a
i − E¯ai )] . (4.31)
In fact, it is easy to prove that (4.31) is already differerentiable. The boundary contri-
bution of the volume term is given by
δC[N∼]|boundary term = 2
∫
∂Σ
dSaN∼[ǫijkE
a
jE
b
kδA
i
b + δ(E
a
i Gi)]
−{2
∫
Σ
d3xD¯aN∼δ(E
a
i Gi)}|boundary term (4.32)
= 2
∫
∂Σ
dSaN∼[ǫijkE
a
jE
b
kδA
i
b + E
a
i (D¯bδE
b
i
+ǫijkE
b
kδA
j
b]− {2
∫
Σ
d3xD¯aN∼E
a
i D¯bδ(E
b
i }|boundary term
= 2
∫
∂Σ
dSa[N∼E
a
i D¯bδE
b
i −DbN∼E
b
i δE
a
i ] (4.33)
where we could neglect all terms that are of order O(1/r3) (in particular we could
replace D¯ by D). Hence we have for the variation of the surface integral in (4.31)
− δC[N∼]|boundary term − 2
∫
∂Σ
dSa[N∼δE
a
i D¯bE
b − (DbN∼)δE
b
i (E
a
i − E¯ai )] (4.34)
and the integrand of the latter integral is easily seen to be of order O(1/r2) even or
O(1/r3) odd and thus vanishes identically.
This completes the proof that expression (4.31) is differentiable.
Let us check that the boundary term in (4.31) is indeed the expression (2.11) given in
section 2. We have
Eai D¯bE
b
i =
√
det(q)eai D¯b(
√
det(q)ebi)
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= det(q)(Eai D¯be
b
i +
1
2
qabqcdD¯bqcd)
= det(q)qac(eicD¯be
b
i +
1
2
qbdD¯cqbd)
= det(q)qacqbd(−eidD¯beic +
1
2
D¯cqbd) (4.35)
whence (remember thatN∼
√
det(q) = N is the lapse), by using the the Gauss-constraint,
−
∫
∂Σ
dSa2N∼A
i
bǫijkE
a
jE
b
k
≈ −
∫
∂Σ
dSa2N∼E
a
i D¯bE
b
=
∫
∂Σ
dSdN
√
det(q)qacqbd(2eiaD¯ce
i
b − D¯cqbd)
=
∫
∂Σ
dSdN
√
det(q)qacqbd([D¯cqab − D¯cqbd] + 2ei[aD¯|c|eib])
= E +
∫
∂Σ
dSd
√
det(q)qacqbd2ei[aD¯|c|e
i
b] (4.36)
and the integrand of the second term in (4.36) can be shown to vanish to 2nd order in
1/r by virtue of the symmetry of fab (recall (2.1)) :
ei[aD¯|c|e
i
b] = (e¯
i
[a +
f i[a
r
+O(1/r))(D¯|c|
f ib]
r
+O(1/r3))
= e¯i[a(e¯
d
i D¯|c|
fb]d
2r
+
fb]d
2r
D¯ce¯
d
i ) +O(1/r
3)
= q¯d[aD¯|c|
fb]d
2r
+O(1/r3)
= D¯c
f[ba]
2r
+O(1/r3) = O(1/r3) (4.37)
since D¯q¯ab = D¯e¯
a
i = 0. Hence we have already reproduced the ADM-energy.
As far as the second contribution in (4.31) is concerned we first note that the O(1)
contribution is odd and thus integrates to zero. Hence we may replace any quantity of
the integrand by another term which differs from the original one by a term which is
higher by one order of 1/r. We thus write first with a glimpse at (2.11)∫
∂Σ
dSa2(DbN∼)E
b
i (E
a
i − E¯ai ) =
∫
∂Σ
dSa2(DbN∼)
ebi(e
a
i −
√√√√det(q¯)
det(q)
e¯ai ) =
∫
∂Σ
dSa2(DbN∼)(q
ab −
√√√√det(q¯)
det(q)
ebi e¯
a
i ) (4.38)
and we expand the second term in (4.38) according to (3.1) :√√√√det(q¯)
det(q)
ebi e¯
a
i ) =
√
1
det(q¯−1q)
(e¯bi − q¯bc
fcd
2r
e¯di )e¯
a
i ) +O(1/r
2)
= (1− q¯
effef
2r
)(q¯ab − q¯bc fcd
2r
q¯ad) +O(1/r2)
= q¯ab − 1
2r
(qacqbd + qabqcd)fcd +O(1/r
2) . (4.39)
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Now, using that fcd = r(qcd − q¯cd) +O(1/r) we find that (4.38) can indeed be written
∫
∂Σ
dSa(DbN∼)(q
acqbd − qabqcd)fcd
r∫
∂Σ
dSd(DcN∼)(q
dbqca − qdcqba)fba
r∫
∂Σ
dSd(DcN∼)q
abqcd(qa[b − q¯a[b)Dc]N (4.40)
and we recover exactly (2.11).
Hence we succeeded in giving a differentiable and finite expression which reproduces
the surface terms of the old ADM-theory.
5 The symmetry-algebra
We finally come to compute the Poisson-structure of the generators (4.1), (4.14) and
(4.31). The Poisson-structure for Lagrange-multipliers Λi, Na and N∼ corresponding to
pure gauge transformations and translations was already given in [1].
As in [2] it turns out that even for Lagrange multiplicators corresponding to symme-
tries the symmetry algebra just equals the gauge algebra.
Since the transition from the ADM-variables to the new variables is a canonical trans-
formation, we can copy from [2] the algebra restricted to the vector- and scalar con-
straint because in section 4 we showed that our expressions reduce exactly to the
ADM expressions according to this canonical transformation. The only new brackets
are those including a Gauss-constraint. Let us display the complete variation of the
symmetry generators :
δGi[Λi] =
∫
Σ
d3x[(−D¯aΛi + ǫijkΛjAka)δEai − ǫijkΛjEak)δAia
δHa[N
a] =
∫
Σ
d3x[(L ~NAia + L ~N(ǫijkEjaGk)− (Gi)ǫijk
(L ~NEbjEka )Eib − (−D¯aΛ[ ~N ]i + ǫijkΛ[ ~N ]jAka))δEai
−(L ~NEai + ǫijkΛ[ ~N ]jEak)δAia]
δH [N∼] =
∫
Σ
d3x[2(Db(N∼ǫijkE
a
jE
b
k) + ǫijkΛ[N∼]jE
a
k)δA
i
a
−2(N∼ǫijkF
j
abE
b
k + (D¯aN∼)Gi + (−D¯aΛ[N∼]i
+ǫijkΛ[N∼]
jAka))δE
a
i ] (5.1)
where we have defined
Λ[ ~N ]i :=
1
2
ǫijk(L ~NEaj )Eka ,
Λ[N∼]
i := −2(DaN∼)E
a
i . (5.2)
Then it may be checked by explicit calculation that
{Gi[Λi],Gj [Ξj]} = −iGi[ǫijkΛjΞk]
{Gi[Λi], Ha[Na]} = 0
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{Gi[Λi], H [N∼]} = 0
{Ha[Ma], Hb[N b]} = iHa[(L ~M ~N)a]
{Ha[Ma], H [N∼]} = −iH [M
aDaN∼]
{H [M∼ ], H [N∼]} = −iH [E
a
i E
b
i (M∼DbN∼ −N∼DbM∼ )] (5.3)
according to the rule that
{Aia(x), Ebb(y)} = iδbaδijδ(x, y) , {Aia(x), Ajb(y)} = {Eai (x), Ebj (y)} = 0 (5.4)
These equations mean the following (see [2]) : Let
Φ[N ] := Gi[N i] +Ha[Na] +H [N∼] (5.5)
and compute the Poisson bracket {Φ[M ],Φ[N ]} according to (5.4). Then we have the
following combinations (the Lagrange-multiplier of the Gauss-constraint is always pure
gauge, i.e. O(1/r2) even) :
1) M and N both pure gauge (odd supertranslations). Then
L ~M ~N,MaDaN∼ and E
a
i E
b
iM∼DbN∼ are again pure gauge while M
iN j is again of even
parity when M i, N j are, so the gauge algebra closes, we have a first class system.
2) M a symmetry, N pure gauge.
Case a) : M a translation. Then L ~M ~N,MaDaN∼ and E
a
i E
b
iM∼DbN∼ (and their coun-
terparts obtained by interchanging M and N) are O(1/r) even so the surface integrals
vanish identically.
Case b) : M a Lorentz rotation. Then L ~M ~N,MaDaN∼ and E
a
i E
b
iM∼DbN∼ etc. are O(1)
odd and thus the surface integrals also vanish identically.
This means that the Poisson generators have weakly vanishing brackets with the gauge
generators, i.e. they are observables in the sense of Dirac.
3) M and N both symmetries. Then L ~M ~N,MaDaN∼ and E
a
i E
b
iM∼DbN∼ etc. display the
Poisson algebra.
Accordingly, we managed to reproduce the results of [2] in the new variables.
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